
Some thoughts on Tradition

Traditions are the edges of the great
Rivers and lakes,
The firm boundary that separates
The land from the sea

We want to save the earth and yet we destroy the crown
Of Gods creation -- in man,
Like the flood that recedes and the fire that burns itself out
Is the philosophy of this anarchy

The cultures of the world are good as are the 
Traditions that “separate” them
The separation given to men was given for their humility,
Yet the vain man thinks he can unify the world

Boundaries are given for all things
From land and sea to hand and foot
But the innovator is the unwitting anarchist 
That seeks to have no boundaries

A life without Tradition is diseased and disorderly
And cannot sustain life
As also a man without skin
Would live a short and tortured time

Though you can lay the pieces of the puzzle
Wherever you do wish
In their proper and traditional place
They make sense and beauty

A man will have it in his own will
To struggle along the High Path
Or a man will give up his heart to revel
In the passions of a “free” and faithless world



The mirror of morality proves too strong
For many throughout history
But when the homely leper breaks the glass mirror
Does he cease to be ugly and sick? 

How can a man speak,
In a voice that can be received?
Words that give life are timeless and true
Woven like golden thread through the Bible and its Traditions

The trees of Tradition
--Tall and strong
Are always laden with life-giving fruit. 
Whose taste lingers in the mouth both sour and sweet. 

The health and peace of a man who feeds of its fruits
Are in no way surpassed
Though he may one day walk alone
He is ever accompanied by his ancestors and by his God.

The deception and futility found today
Will not plague this man,
For he is sat on a rock and ancient tree,
That defies the winds of change

How good is a man who stands alone,
Of his own strength and standard?
Then how good are men which stand together 
Bound by something outside themselves and greater?

A man of his own standard as you would guess 
First of all considers himself
Whereas a man of God and Tradition should consider His words:
“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends”

The individual is a vain consumer of self satisfying lies
While in his deception he is raped by the spirits of this world
He considers himself wise and ingenious
In finding new ways of pleasurable debasement



When the river and the seas cross their boundaries
We wail and complain “who is to blame?”
While the rock and the strong fortress of Tradition
Is mocked and fled, as from a leper

Religion and Tradition are not slaves to our whims
Nor should it be this way.
But as the good and righteous parent He waits
And hopes that we choose not destruction but life…….

Veritas
 

 
Though I am a speaker of these truths and a believer in traditional life. I still

manage every day to live a life that says otherwise.  I am not criticizing mankind or
modern man.  I am very much a modern man. I long for the peace and protection that
tradition gave our ancestors. Even until a couple generations past. Man has walked a
long and tortured past atop this dusty and parched earth. I am sad that we have
purposely destroyed tradition and ancient wisdom and now are left if we are lucky with
only mild insanity..... Men have always been full of all things unrighteous. But the
constant rhythm of tradition and purpose all around left a man much more able to
weather the storms of life.

 
 


